
4ème RECOMMENDED READING LIST 2013

BOOKS THAT BITE: BANNED & CULT NOVELS

Kevin Brooks Road of the Dead Nasty and edgy thriller about two teenage boys 

out to avenge the death of their murdered sister. A grim and challenging read.

Jennifer Brown The Hate List Valerie is implicated in the after-math of a school 

shooting, as she helped her dead boyfriend compile the “Hate List” of murders.

Melvin Burgess Junk Powerful novel about two teenagers whose lives begin to 

spin out of control when they discover drugs. 

Anthony Burgess A Clockwork Orange Burgess’s still infamous nightmare 

vision of youth culture  in revolt, set in a dark vicious future. A definitive cult classic.

Robert Cormier The Chocolate War & Beyond the Chocolate War 

Stunning and shocking novel about the power of gangs in school & how one small 

act of defiance starts a chain reaction in the school.

SE Hinton The Outsiders Stunning portrayal of teenage gangs in 1960s New 

York.

Katie Kitamura The Long Shot Brilliant look at a revenge rematch, 4 years in the 

making, in the violent world of mixed martial arts.

Richard Matheson I Am Legend The last man on earth finds he is not alone in 

this acclaimed SF novel about vampires, survival and a dark vision of the future.

Anthony McGowan The Knife That Killed Me Stunning thriller set in a school 



rife with bullying, where a boy is sucked into a gang against his will. A savage & 

brilliant read.

David Pelzer A Child Called It Gruesome account child abuse in the 1970s and 

how the boy, Davy, turned his life around and became a successful motivational 

speaker.

J D Salinger Catcher in the Rye Ground breaking rebellion novel featuring 2 

days in the life of a cynical teenager just expelled from school. An all-time cult 

classic.

Scott Sigler The Rookie (GFL Trilogy)  Inter-Galactic, planet hopping, 

American football, set 5000 years in the future, with aliens playing in the same 

teams as humans.

Scott Sigler Earthcore Platinum miners dig deep into the earth and get much 

more than they bargained for in this vicious horror thriller.

Dan Wells I Am not A Serial Killer Shockingly nasty thriller about a trainee 

mortician. Now a trilogy.

MODERN CLASSICS

Maya Angelou I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings Classic autobiography of 

a young black girl struggling against the brutal American race discrimination in the 

1930s.

Anne Cassidy Looking For JJ JJ is released from prison, 10 years after killing a 

friend and tries to live with her new identity. Truly amazing teenage thriller.

Mark Haddon Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time Funny and 

moving cult classic. A boy with autism investigates the “murder” of his neighbours 

dog. 



Suzanne Kaysen Girl Interrupted Autobiographical novel about a young woman 

in a psychiatric hospital in the late 1960s.

J. Vance Marshall Walkabout Two lost British children try to survive the harsh 

landscape of Australia, aided by an Aboriginal boy on “walkabout”.

John Marsden Tomorrow: When the War Began Series Australia is invaded 

by an unknown enemy in this stunning futuristic thriller series.

Muriel Spark The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie Beautifully crafted short novel 

about the teacher of a group of girls in the 1930s.

Frances Zuzak The Book Thief Death takes an interest in an orphaned little girl 

after she steals a book. This Nazi Germany set novel is deeply seeped in humanity 

and compassion.

OFF THE RAILS: TEENS IN TROUBLE

Laurie H Anderson Wintergirls Gripping & realistic look at teenage anorexia in 2 

girls.

Jay Asher 13 Reasons Why Clay receives a box containing 13 cassettes - all 

different reasons why his ex-girlfriend killed herself. 

Malorie Blackman Boys Don’t Cry Dante discovers he is a father the same day 

he gets his A' Level results, and the baby is dumped on him by the mother.

Kevin Brooks iBoy Vicious novel about a boy with a shattered iphone stuck in his 

brain resulting in special powers.. 

Jim Carrington Inside my Head Riveting tale of school bullying told from 3 points 

of view; the Bully’s friend, the victim and girl in the middle.

Anne Cassidy The Dead House Lauren returns to her childhood home in 



London only to find dark family secrets are slowly revealed in this scary thriller.

Eireann Corrigan Accomplice Two attention seeking teenage girls stage their 

own kidnapping until things go horrible wrong. An edgy dark thriller with great 

twists.

Sarah Dessen Just Listen Annabel is a girl who has everything on the outside, 

but deeper down, she has problems of her own. 

Hilary Freeman Lifted Robyn is a compulsive shoplifter - with a difference. 

Everything she steals, she donates to charity shops - then blogs about it.

John Green Paper Towns Dark American comedy as a popular school girl goes 

of the rails and is helped by a friend from her days in nursery school.

Deborah Hautzig Second Star to the Right Powerful novel of anorexia as 

Leslie’s weight drops to five stone.

Julia Jarman Inside Unflinching portrayal of life in a young offenders' institution.

Ann Kelley Koh Tabu Nine girls, one tropical island, no parents... paradise? Death 

lurks not far away in this surprising thriller.

Carol Lynch Williams The Chosen One 13 year old Kyra’s family live with an 

isolated cult, life turns for the worse when she is told she has to marry her 61 year 

old uncle.

Suzanna LaFleur Love, Aubrey Heartbreaking story girl who, having survived the 

car accident that killed her father and her little sister, is abandoned by her mother.

Sam Mills The Boys Who Saved The World Dark conspiracy thriller which 

involves both religious sects and the war on terror.

Todd Strasser If I Grow Up Tough look at urban gang life in modern America. 

Vicious & realistic.



William Sutcliffe Bad Influence Ollie is influenced by his best friend Carl. So 

what if he’s a cruel, dangerous bully? 

Jenny Valentine Double Life of Cassiel Roadnight Two boys. One identity. 

He can change his life if he says yes…Brilliant thriller about mistaken identity & the 

choices you make.

DEALING WITH LIFE (AND DEATH)

Jenny Downham Before I Die Engrossing look at teenage terminal illness. 

However, this ultimately uplifting book is a celebration of life, not death.

Siobhan Dowd Bog Child Extraordinary novel about an 18 year old boy caught up 

in the chaos and conflict of Ireland in the 1980s.

Alice Kuiper Lost for Words A teenager tries to come to terms with the death of 

her sister.

Jandy Nelson The Sky is Everywhere Lennie desperately tries to recover from 

the death of her sister.

Lauren Oliver Before I Fall Sam is killed in a car crash on Friday. The next 

morning she wakes up only to relive the same day over and over again.

COMING OF AGE NOVELS

J G Ballard Empire of the Sun Ballard’s famous autobiographical novel about 

his teenage years in Shanghai during World War 2 after losing his parents.

Judy Blundell What I Saw and How I Lied Set in 1940s USA, written in movie-

noir style, this original coming of age tale, about falling for the wrong guy is a treat 

on every level.



Lucy Christopher Stolen: A Letter to My Captor  Gripping story of a girl 

snatched at an airport and taken to a new life in an unknown desert country.

Sarah Dessen This Lullaby Remy has no faith in love and jumps from boy to boy 

until she meets Dexter and things look like they’re going to get more serious.

Maureen Johnson 13 Little Blue Envelopes Ginny is left a series of 

instructions to follow, in 13 steps, from a dead aunty. Funny, moving, and now even 

has a sequel.

Tony Johnston Bone by Bone by Bone Gripping look at friendship and racism 

in 1955 Tennessee, USA.

Ali Lewis Everybody Jam Wonderful coming-of-age story set in the Australian 

Outback.

Sara Manning Let’s Get Lost The wild and dangerous Isobel falls head over 

heels in love with Smith in this witty and heart breaking novel.

Harper Lee To Kill a Mockingbird A look at childhood and growing up in the 

deep South of America in the 50s, with racism and segregation the back-drop.

Meg Rosoff How I Live Now Odd and dreamy novel set in the back-drop of a 

undisclosed war with an American girl stranded with her English in-laws.

Alexie Sherman The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian Really 

funny tale of a half-native-American-Indian boy trying to integrate into an American 

high school. 

Craig Silvey Jasper Jones Brilliant, 1960s set, Australian novel about a teenager 

growing up in a small town. Fantastic, funny, wise and original.

RELATIONSHIPS



Jenny Han The Summer I Turned Pretty (& Sequel) 15 year old Bell goes 

to holiday to the same place every year, but after meeting up with Conrad & Jerry 

things will never be the same.

Nick Hornby SLAM Hornby’s first stab at teen writing is a touching look at a boy 

obsessed with his skate-board hero Tony Hawk.

Samantha MacIntosh Kisses for Lula Funny tale of a 16 year old girl who things 

she’s jinxed, as she’s never been kissed. Touching, quirky and will make you smile.

Kelly Martin One Lonely Degree The journey of 15 year old Finn, over one long 

hot Summer when her best friend, Adam, returns to town, changed

Tanya L Stone A Bad Boy Can Be Good For A Girl Told in verse, this funny 

story, is about 3 girls who all fall for the same “bad” boy. Lots of girls should enjoy 

this sassy and funny read.

Marcus Zusak Getting the Girl Funny & moving story of Cameron who is deeply 

in love with Octavia. 

CLASSICS

Edgar Rice Burroughs Tarzan of the Apes It’s time for a Tarzan revival! A baby 

boy is left stranded in the African jungle after his parents die and is raised by apes

Aldous Huxley Brave New World Huxley’s nightmare vision of the future. A 

challenging read.

Ian Fleming Casino Royale Discover Bond in the first of the classic thriller/spy 

novels.

George Orwell Animal Farm The animals of Manor Farm find the pigs as nasty 

as the humans! A fantastical political satire; and a challenge too!



Mary Shelley Frankenstein The fable of the scientist who creates a man-

monster, only to see it inflict murder on the human race.

Bram Stoker Dracula Classic tale of the Count. Nothing like most of the films 

made in its name; and far more frightening.

HG Wells War of the Worlds The Martians invade in this classic invasion story.

John Wyndam Day of the Triffids Gripping novel about paranoia and the Earth 

being invaded by seemingly invincible plants. 

MULTI-VOLUME FANTASY SEQUENCES

Peter Brett Painted Man & The Desert Spear Totally brilliant tales of a world 

haunted by demons until a boy finds a way to fight the darkness. Brutal, brilliant and 

scary.

Trudi Canavan Age of the Five Series Amazing series about a girl who 

becomes a powerful sorceress.

David Eddings Belgariad Series Wonderful series of 5 books about a farmer 

boy who is prophesied to become a powerful leader & warrior.

Lian Hearn Across the Nightingale Floor Series Absolutely tremendous 

novel about the search for a boy with special powers, after his family have been 

killed by an evil warlord.

Gareth Nix Sabriel Series (Abhorsen Trilogy)Powerful and complex fantasy 

trilogy. Sabriel sets out on a quest  to avenge the death of her father in the land of 

dark, dark magic.

Brent Weeks Night Angel Trilogy Pug is apprenticed to the city’s top assassin 

in the beginning of this complex fantasy saga.



THRILLERS: WITH A SUPERNATURAL TWIST

S R Brennan Demon’s Lexicon Trilogy Alan has been marked by a demon’s 

sign of death by a magician who cursed his mother. Brilliant dark, fantasy horror.

Kate Cann Leaving Poppy Macabre novel of possession, suspense and mad 

step-sisters.

Kate Cann Possessing Rayne Creepy horror thriller about falling for the wrong 

boy.

D V Carter Hand of the Devil Violent horror set in South Africa as a journalist 

investigates genetic codes and the consequences of meddling with nature.

Becca Fitzpatrick Hush Hush Trilogy One of the best supernatural romance 

novels around. A sacred oath, a fallen angel, a forbidden love... Now a trilogy.

Rachel Klein Moth Diaries Odd goings on in a girls’ boarding school. The writer 

is obsessed with another pupil who she believes is a vampire.

Daniel Kraus Rotters Joey’s father is a master grave robber, and the teen’s 

induction into that underworld society is scored by madness and mayhem.

Lisa McMann Wake Trilogy Janie has the ability to see other people’s dreams. 

This is good fun until something from someone’s nightmare begins to stalk her.

Lisa McMann The Missing Really creepy thriller about a teenager who starts 

receiving messages from other teenagers who have disappeared.

Lauren Myracle Bliss Adjusting to a new school, Bliss befriends Sandy—a gruff, 

troubled girl who may be related to the creepy voices calling from an abandoned 

building. Myracle’s novel boasts the creepiest sleepover scene of all time.

Marcus Sedgwick White Crow Tale of two girls' friendship in a long, hot, summer, 



but it is interwoven with a 17th century tale of bizarre experiments into the afterlife.

Darren Shan Procession of the Dead Trilogy A nightmarish, urban thriller 

horror which is aimed at a  slightly older age-group than Shan’s other novels.

Rachel Ward Numbers Trilogy 15 year old Jem has a secret. When her eyes 

meet someone else's, she sees a number - the date on which they will die.

Daniel Waters Generation Dead Series All over the country teenagers who 

die, come back to life, in this highly original and compelling 3 book series.

Scott Westerfeld Parasite Positive & Last Days Exciting, futuristic vampire 

novel, with a twist in which  vampirism is seen as a disease.

A M Vrettos Sight Supernatural thriller in which a 16 year old uses her psychic 

gifts to try and stop a serial killer.

MONSTERS, VAMPIRES & DEMONS

Matt Haig The Radleys Two teenagers who don’t realize they’re vampires taste 

blood for the first time. Funny, observant and original dark, comic thriller.

Jonathan Maberry Rot & Ruin & Dust & Decay In a zombie infested world, two 

brothers hunt zombies, but not for the reasons you may think….. Now with a superb 

sequel.

Stephanie Meyer Twilight Series Great teenage vampire series, recently made 

into boring films!

Carrie Ryan Forest of Hand & Teeth Trilogy A gated community, protected 

by the Sisterhood, which lives in fear of zombies which roam the forest outside.

Cynthia L Smith Tantalize Dark romantic horror vampire thriller, definitely for fans 

of Twilight.



Brenna Yovanoff The Replacement Two menageries of monsters battle over a 

blood sacrifice in this top quality horror fantasy. Very unsettling.

GHOSTS & THE SUPERNATURAL

Kim Derting Body Finder 1 and 2 Violet has a curse: the ability to sense the 

location of dead bodies.

Sherrilyn Kenyon Infinity & Invincible Nick is lured into the world of immortal 

vampire slayers in this smart and sassy young adult horror thriller series.

Robin Jarvis Dancing Jax Brilliant supernatural thriller about a group of children 

who find a cursed, occult, book. Really creepy!

Cliff McNish Breathe: A ghost Story A true ghost story. The kind that says its 

cold fingers on you grips tight and doesn’t let you go under the last pages have 

been turned.

Stephanie Meyer The Host Dark, psychological thriller about mind possession.

Scott Westerfield The Midnighters Trilogy Brilliantly scary novel about a town 

that freezes in time for one hour every day – then the nastiness begins! 

TEEN THRILLERS

Alex Bedford Flip Tom wakes up one morning & discovers he is in another body, 

someone called Philip. Great psychological, twisty, thriller.

Kevin Brooks Black Rabbit Summer Gritty psychological thriller about an 

accident in a fair-ground that has terrifying consequences for all the teenagers 

involved.

Catherine Bruton We Can Be Heroes Engaging, often funny, tale of a boy 



whose father died on 9/11.

Jim Carrington In the Bag 2 teenage boys' lives spiral out of control after they 

find £20,000 and decide to keep it. A dark, nasty and suspenseful thriller.

Anne Cassidy Heart Burn Clever thriller, in which Ashley has to hide an envelope 

for the school bully & her past slowly begins to creep up on her.

Cat Clarke Entangled In this great thriller 17-year-old Grace wakes up in a white 

room, with table, pens and paper - and no clue how she got there.

Peter Cocks Long Reach (Eddie Savage Thriller) In this gritty South London 

thriller a teenager begins to investigate the murder of his elder brother. Violent, 

aggressive & fresh.

Ally Kennan Quarry Excellent page turner about a boy who receives anonymous 

texts challenging him to bizarre dares which become increasingly dodgy.

Mike Lancaster 0.4 A group of teenagers in an English village witness a strange 

transformation, which seems to take over the rest of the population.

Andy McNab Drop Zone Series Fast moving thriller about a teenager skydiver 

recruited to a secret government anti-terrorist organisation.

Sam Mills A Nicer Way to Die A group of teenage boys, the only survivors of a 

horrific and fatal bus crash, battle to survive in this vicious thriller.

Sam Mills Black Out In a terrifying future, where books are banned, mind control 

can cause even the most unlikely person to commit the worst of crimes.

*Nicola Morgan Wasted Thrill seeking teen lives his chaotic life on the toss of a 

coin.

Sean Olin Killing Britney Twisty thriller in which Britney feels someone is out to 

kill her.....



Gordon Reece Mice A bullied teen changes schools, & her status as a victim, after 

she kills someone who breaks into her house.

Todd Strasser Wish You Were Dead Quirky thriller about a high-school-blogger 

who lists the people they don’t like, and then they begin to disappear.

HUMOUR AND COMEDY

Ann Brashares The Sisterhood of the Travelling Pants Series A brilliantly 

quirky and touching story of how four friends use an old pair of jeans to remain 

friends when they are apart.

Carl Hiaasen Scat Eco aware page-turning thriller with scary teachers, oil 

prospectors and a wild panther on the loose.

Sara Lawrence Jinx Rude, crude and hilarious parody of life in a girl’s boarding 

school.

Anthony McGowan Henry Tumour Original look at how a boy copes with having 

as brain tumour. It develops a personality of its own and fights to take control of his 

body. Engaging, moving, rude and above all funny.

Sarah Mlyowski Gimme a Call Devi finds that she can talk to her future self with 

her mobile.

Louise Rennison Withering Tights Series Comedy set over a long summer 

holiday in a drama school.

Meg Rosoff There is no DOG God is a 17 year old boy who is in love with Lucy, 

a trainee zookeeper in this irrelevant comedy satire.

Ned Vizzini Be More Chill New brain-nano-technology allows geeky Jeremy to 

become the coolest dude in school in this rude and hilarious book.



Lauren Weisberger The Devil Wears Prada Really funny story of a young 

intern climbing the ranks of an international fashion magazine.

Marcus Zusak I Am The Messenger Ed stops a bank robbery then starts to 

receive playing cards in the mail, telling him to carry out certain “jobs”. Both brilliant 

& original.

SCIENCE FICTION

Stephen Baxter Flood A hole in the Earth’s core causes a world-wide flood. This 

gripping story details, how very slowly, everything is reclaimed by the flood.

Ray Bradbury The Illustrated Man Each short story in this book represents a 

tattoo on the illustrated man. 

Will Hill Department 19 Welcome to a strange government department that 

fights supernatural beings. Quality mix of horror, thriller & science fiction.

Pittatus Lore I Am Number 4 & The Power of 6 Nine aliens hide on earth. 

Three of them have been killed. John is Number Four on the hit list. Great science 

fiction thriller series.

Scott Orson-Card Ender’s Game Series Brilliant read set in a training school for 

battleship and fighter pilots in the quest to defeat the alien race, “The Buggers”.

Larry Niven Footfall Earth is invaded by creatures that resemble baby elephants 

in this tremendous end-of-the-world epic. 1970s SF at its very best.

James Patterson Angel Experiment Series Thrilling series about a group of 

teens who have bird DNA.

Cherie Priest Bone Shaker Top notch steam-punk novel, in which a zombie 



infested Seattle is sealed behind a gigantic wall in a weird alternative history.

Beth Revis Across the Universe SF thriller about a girl, cryogenically frozen, 

who is woken up 50 years too early & suspects someone is trying to murder her.

Chris Wooding Retribution Falls & The Black Lung Captain A stunner! 

Funny, irrelevant and original. Quite brilliant SF tale of the motley crew of the 

spaceship Jetty Kay. 

DYSTOPIAN WORLDS: THE FUTURE LOOKS DARK……..

Pam Bachorz Candor & Drought Great read about brain-washing through music, 

until some teens  discover a way of countering it & maintaining their own identities.

Melvin Burgess Bloodtide & BloodSong Set after World War 3 in the not too 

distant future. Two gangs fight to control the ruins of London.

Allie Condie Matched & Crossed Teenagers are forced to marry the perfect 

“match” in this dark  thriller series in which their lives are controlled by the Elders.

Gemma Malley The Declaration Trilogy Drugs allow people to live for 100s of 

years & having children is banned. Dark, original science fiction fable.

Michael Grant Gone Series All adults disappear into thin-air & the children have 

to fight for survival in an increasingly dangerous world.

Cormac McCarthy The Road Dark Pulitizer Prize winning novel set in the future 

after an environmental disaster wipes out 99.99% of the population.

Patrick Ness The Knife of Never Letting Go Series In a town populated 

only by men. Everyone has the ability of hearing each other's thoughts. Highly 

original, gripping thriller.

Lauren Oliver Delirium Scientists eradicate love. The government demands that 



all citizens receive “the cure” upon turning 18. Highly original futuristic thriller.

Susan Pfeffer Life As We Knew It Trilogy Absolutely fantastic novel about the 

survival of earth after a huge comet wipes out civilization. Now a trilogy.

Veronica Roth Divergent Exciting mix of coming of age story, with science fiction, 

where the choices you make at 16 shape your life forever…..

Neal Shusterman Unwind Highly original SF in a future, similar to our own, where 

children can be “unwound” and have their body-parts harvested.

Scott Westerfeld Uglies Series In this 4 book series future plastic surgery is 

taken to the extreme. Those who reject the process are known as “Uglies”.

Moira Young Blood Red Road Savage post-apocalyptic thriller about a girl 

searching for her stolen brother in a vicious, dark & violent future landscape.

READING UP: ADULT NOVELS TO ENJOY

Iain Banks The Wasp Factory Stunning debut novel from Banks about a 

strange family in the north of Scotland. Has a great twist ending!

JD Bauby Diving Bell and the Butterfly True story of a handicapped man 

who tells his life story by  blinking whilst suffering from locked in syndrome.

Alden Bell Reapers Are the Angels A literary horror novel, about a 15 year old 

girl travelling across America, which is infested with zombies.

Harlan Coban Hold Tight A teenager commits suicide, then others disappear, in 

this superb modern thriller. A great introduction to adult crime writing.

Cory Doctorow Little Brother A terrorist attack sees a group of tech- savvy 

teens held by the government. When released they seek a high-tech revenge.



Alex Garland The Beach The ultimate backpacker novel! A young traveller finds 

a hidden beach near Thailand. A really fantastic summer holiday read.

Chuck Hogan & Guillermo Del Toro The Strain Trilogy Nasty and highly 

imaginative horror novel which begins with an  aeroplane of corpses, with no 

obvious sign of death.......

Khalid Hosseini Kite Runner A complex look at family life in Afghanistan in the 

1970s.

T M Jenkins The Waking Superb thriller about a murdered scientist whose head 

is cryogenically frozen, only for him to be revived 200 years later.

Stephen King Salem’s Lot Terrific story about a vampire infestation in a small 

American town..

Jeff Long The Descent & Deeper Absolutely jaw-dropping horror thriller in 

which a series of tunnels leads to the discovery of a dangerous new species living 

underground.

Robert Ludlow Bourne Series Classic, long-running spy thriller sequence.

Jonathan Maberry Joe Ledger Trilogy Joe Ledger works for the US 

Government. These great thrillers deal with various over the top terrorist, end of the 

world, attacks.

China Mieville Kraken A Kraken monster cult threatens to end the world.

David Morrell First Blood Survival thriller which was inspiration for the Rambo 

films.

Philip Palmer Version 43 “Version 43” is a Cyborg policeman (killed 42 previous 

times) sent to clean up a murder of a dangerous planet.

Judi Picoult My Sister’s Keeper Parents have a third child, genetically selected 

to be a donor for her sister with cancer. Very popular author with the girls.



Judi Picoult The Pact Two life long friends make a suicide pact when they are 17. 

But only one of them dies to a gunshot wound to the head.....

Alice Sebold Lovely Bones Huge selling novel of a murdered girl’s spirit watching 

her family & her murderer from heaven. A very moving read.

Alex Scarrow Last Light & Dying Light Genuinely scary action novel, as the oil 

supply in the UK dries up and the country descends into anarchy in a matter of 

days.

Alex Scarrow Under the Eagle Series Long series of adventure novels set in 

Ancient Rome.

Scott Sigler Ancestor Genetic engineering goes badly wrong and a new breed of 

vicious monsters is created. Bloody & brilliant book.

Daniel Suarez Deamon & Freedom Exciting account of a dead computer genius 

who reaps revenge on the world with a computer program he created called 

“Daemon”.

Tom R Smith Child 44 (Lee Demidov Trilogy) Simply stunning Cold War 

thriller set in Stalinist Russia, a KGB agent  tries to solve the murders of 44 

children. Now a trilogy.

HISTORICAL FICTION

Forrest Carter The Education of Little Tree The fictional memoirs of Forrest 

"Little Tree" Carter begin in the late 1920s when, as the protagonist, his parents die 

and he is given over into the care of his Cherokee grandparents at the age of five 

years. 

Laurie H Anderson Chains & Forge The amazing story of a slave girl during the 

American Civil War.



Theresa Breslin Prisoner of the Inquisition Thrilling story, set in the Spanish 

Inquisition, about 2 children,  from different backgrounds, which fate throws 

together.

Jennifer Donnelly Revolution A gripping and gritty read, about an American teen, 

set during the midsts of the French Revolution.

Mary Hooper Newes From the Dead Intriguing and captivating story set in 

1650 about a young girl set to be hanged for killing her new born baby.

Sally Gardner The Red Necklace & Silver Blade Spectacular and romantic 

novels set during the French Revolution. Both books have a really fantastic sense 

of time & place.

Meg Rosoff The Bride’s Farewell Simply wonderful tale of a teenage girl who 

runs away from her home, and future, on the day of her wedding.

Simon Scarrow Eagle Series Cracking adventure series set in 600AD, following 

a Roman Legion in the last days of the Roman Empire. Very addictive series.

Leslie Wilson Saving Rafeal Gripping story of love and betrayal between a 

Jewish and German family in Nazi Germany. Mature & complex read.

WAR AND CONFLICT NOVELS

Emma Craigie Chocolate Cake With Hitler Really moving account of the 

short life of Joseph Goebbels'  eldest child, Helga. Harrowing & grippingly 

believable.

Sharon Dogar Annexed The story of Peter the boy who may have loved Anne 

Frank.

Paul Dowswell Auslander A hugely impressive thriller set during World War 2.



Anna Perera Guantanamo Boy A 15 year old British boy in holiday in Pakistan is 

abducted and taken to the Guantanamo Bay detention centre.

Erich Maria Remarque All Quiet on the Western Front World War One and 

trench warfare, as seen through the eyes of an anonymous German soldier. A 20th 

Century classic.


